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ABSTRACT
The adoption of new normative documents in the field of education in Bulgaria determines the inclusion of children with special educational needs in general education schools. The significant and integral role which physical education plays in the educational process poses the question of the inclusion of children with impairments in motor activity training as well. Teachers implementing it contribute greatly to its positive effects.

The main features of physical education include active motor activity and the related physical workload. In order for them to be adapted successfully to the specific needs of children with different disabilities, more specialized training is required.

The analysis of the curricula of the faculties of education in Bulgaria shows that future pre-school and primary school teachers who will be responsible for the physical education of children in kindergartens and primary schools respectively do not receive appropriate training in adaptive physical education.

The aim of this article is to present a concept for introducing a training program on "Motor Activity Training and Inclusive Physical Education," intended for students of the specialty Preschool and Primary School Education at the Faculty of Education, Trakia University, Bulgaria.
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INTRODUCTION
In the recent years Bulgaria's educational policy has been aimed at reducing the number of special educational establishments and increasing the number of children with special educational needs (SEN) involved in the general education environment.

The Pre-school and School Education Act, adopted in 2015, regulates the introduction of inclusive education. It is an integral part of the right to education and is the process of recognizing, accepting and supporting the individuality of each child or pupil and the variety of needs of all children and students by activating and involving resources aimed at removing the obstacles to studying and learning and to creating opportunities for the development and participation of children and pupils in all aspects of community life (1).

Physical education and sport are an integral part of the educational process. All establishments should create conditions for exercising and sports for healing purposes, as well as conditions for practising physical exercise and sports for children with SEN (2).

The Inclusive Education Ordinance of 2017 sets out the state education standard for inclusive education. Children with impaired vision, impaired hearing, physical disabilities, mental retardation and multiple disabilities should be educated on the general educational subject "Physical Education and Sports / Medical Physical Education". This implies organizing activities in sparing and recovery routine (3) that provides physical exercise appropriate to their capabilities and health and integrates them in the class or group (4).
The issue of implementing inclusive physical education or adapted physical education in inclusive conditions is at the forefront. It is a combination of children with different abilities within the framework of general physical activity. To accomplish this, the physical education teacher must make the necessary didactic, pedagogical and programmatic changes and provide all children with the opportunity to achieve their goals, to have a sense of security, convenience and success in the conditions of exercising motor activity (5).

Since the most characteristic peculiarity and feature of the activity in physical education is the active motor activity of the students and related with that physical activity (6), adapting it to the specifics of children with different disabilities requires more specific training. Analysis of the curricula of pedagogical faculties shows that students in the specialty Pre-school and Primary-school Education do not receive training on Adapted Physical Education (APE). Thus, in practice, future pre-school and primary teachers who will lead classes in physical education do not acquire competences for inclusion of children with SEN in them during their studies.

PURPOSE
The aim of the article is to present a concept for a training program on "Motor and Inclusive Physical Education" to overcome these deficits. It is designed for students from the specialty Pre-school and Primary School Education at the Faculty of Education, Trakia University, Bulgaria.

METHODS
The following methods have been used to structure the program: documentary research method, comparative method, analysis and synthesis.

RESULTS
The training takes place during the winter semester of the fourth course with 30 hours of work – 12 hours of seminars and 18 hours of practical exercises. Through the training the participants receive advanced and in-depth knowledge in the area of Adapted Physical Education, master skills for modification and adaptation of the physical education process, taking into consideration the specifics of the children with SEN, and are prepared for pedagogical work in the sphere of inclusive physical education. Additionally, positive attitudes and a high level of confidence in their own ability to integrate children with SEN in motor training are formed.

The training program consists of four modules – target-resultant, meaningful, organizational and evaluative-resultant.

1) The main purpose of the course described in the target-output module is the formation of knowledge and skills in the field of APE and readiness to apply them in practice for the successful inclusion of children with SEN in motor training. Hence its tasks, which are aimed at:
- creating ideas about the character and trends in the development of APE and Adapted Physical Activity, acquaintance with examples of good practices;
- forming knowledge about the guiding principles of adapting the content of physical education in the kindergarten and elementary school according to the capacities of children with SEN and skills for their application in practice;
- acquiring theoretical and methodological knowledge in the field of APE, understanding the specifics of the content of the exercises and the methodology of selection and appropriate modification of physical exercises, mobile games and sports for children with SEN;
- building knowledge and skills base for planning, organizing and conducting physical education in which children with SEN are involved;
- acquiring knowledge and skills for control and assessment of SEN children in motor training;
- learning about means of communication with children with SEN, teamwork with their parents and various APE-related specialists;
- the formation of positive attitudes and high self-efficacy for the inclusion of children with SEN in organized forms of physical education.

2) The information of the content module provided to the students is based on the research of leading American, European and Bulgarian scientists. The content is divided into two blocks.

The first block is theoretical and introductory and aims to get students familiar with the characteristics of the APE. The main topics included in this block are related to the nature of the APE and its relationship to the other three types of APE. Its main functions are clarified and its aims are outlined as a factor in the development, rehabilitation and inclusion of people with disabilities. The pedagogical
and specific principles of APE are revealed, the tasks are structured and the resources are classified. The possible modifications and adaptations of the physical education methods are explained in view to their use for inclusion of children with SEN in the motor training. The roles of parents and different specialists are pointed out regarding the participation of children with SEN in physical education in a mass educational environment.

The second block is with practical application and is divided into six parts depending on the disability or illness of children (visual impairment, hearing impairment, physical impairment, mental retardation, autism and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder). Its main objective is to familiarize students with the characteristics of children according to the deprivation, the specificities of the APE methodology in each of them and the formation of skills for preparation and carrying out physical education, including a child with the respective disability.

3) The organizational module is related to the optimal combination of the forms of organization of employing the students and the appropriate training methods in order to achieve a higher degree of learning of the taught material.

At the stage of forming new knowledge in the field of APE, verbal and visual methods are combined with a presentation. The lecturer's oral presentation is combined with rich visualization through pictures, drawings, pictures, audio and video materials, as well as demonstration of concrete actions. This implies the availability of appropriate technical means – a computer, a multimedia projector, an interactive whiteboard. Students are required to perceive, understand and remember the information provided.

At the stage of solidification of the studied material, different methods are combined, which imply greater activity on the part of the students. They are organized in the form of simulation-based pedagogical training. It unfolds on a broad theoretical-pedagogical basis and through the discussion and solving of a number of cases, skills from nearby areas (7) - physical education and inclusive education - are transferred and the skills for adapting the content of physical education are built and developed. This creates an interactive, interdisciplinary environment in which the learner actively participates in the professional-pedagogical reality (8). Prerequisites are created for the accumulation of knowledge and experience in the field of APE, which in turn will lead to the formation of positive attitudes and a high level of self-efficacy for inclusion of children with SEN in motor training (8-11).

4) The evaluation-outcome module is aimed at assessing students' achievements at the end of the training. They are expected to have formed:

- knowledge of the essence, functions and principles of the APE; about the tasks, means and methods of the APE; about the physical and mental characteristics in the development and functioning of the body of children with different disabilities; on the guiding principles for adapting motor skills; on the possibilities of adapting elements of the physical education curriculum so as to include children with different disabilities; for alternative and complementary means of communication with children with SEN in physical education; the methods for controlling and evaluating the results of the APE; for the role of the different specialists (healthcare provider, special pedagogue, sports professional) with regard to the APE; on the role of parents of children with SEN in relation to APE;

- skills for formulating the objectives of the APE as a factor for the development, rehabilitation and inclusion of children with SEN; to adapt the place of physical education and the necessary equipment and facilities for the successful inclusion of children with SEN; to adapt the tasks for each physical education activity involving a child with SEN; to use accurate terminology and to demonstrate properly and appropriately physical exercises; to adapt teaching methods that take into account the individual characteristics of each child with SEN in physical education; to adapt the tools for checking and evaluating (diagnosing) the achievements of children with SEN; organizing and controlling activities during teaching to ensure the most appropriate and safe motor training for all children, including children with SEN; supporting the inclusion of children with SEN in motor training by initiating and organizing different forms of interaction, building relationships based on mutual trust and respect; preparing school staff to support the inclusion of children with SEN in motor training;

- competencies related to knowledge and skills about the theoretical aspects of the APE; for planning of forms of physical education with inclusion of a child with SEN; to organize and
manage the educational process of physical education with the inclusion of a child with SEN; to assess the progress of children with SEN on physical education; to manage processes in separate groups or classes during physical education involving a child with SEN; related to knowledge and skills for team work with the parents of children with SEN and with various specialists related to their motor training.

CONCLUSIONS
The introduction of training related to the inclusion of children with SEN in the organized forms of physical education for the students of pre-school and primary school pedagogy will contribute to the formation of professional competences in this field, which will be necessary for their successful future realization in the conditions of the modern kindergarten and elementary school.
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